EDITORS NOTE: Apologies for delay, but the cable guy had us off-line while upgrading our connection to the internets…

- Zandberg talks with a Palestinian architect about the "forced ecology of occupation" and his style which he calls "the cacophony of a refugee."

- Sznessy on Hosey's G-List and Vanity Fair's A-List: it's time for the two to start working together.

- An in-depth look at development opportunities in Cairo: "growth will likely occur in satellite cities - similar to suburban areas in the U.S." (oh no!).

- Viñoly tackles Kennedy Institute for the United States Senate in Boston: "a fundamental challenge: making sure the new building doesn't outshine Pei's Kennedy Library + it's "neither left-leaning nor right, it's conscientiously bipartisan, a study in symmetry" + lots of images.

- Rochon cheers a new Toronto tower that "serves as an elegant urban connector" and "combines the right ingredients to instantly put a visitor in a good mood."

- "An architect on the importance of design in correctional facilities and the "unique opportunity" for architects to have "an effect on the potentially rehabilitated human mind of inmates."

- Gehry x 2: he apologizes to Core Architects for dissing their design of condo replacing his childhood home (click Yesterday's News if you missed it) + he explains from whence came his fishy inspiration: it had "nothing to do with the fish in the bathtub" (and don't call him Ephraim).

- Brussat on the secretive process going on re: Providence pedestrian bridge designs (with hopes the winner isn't the "Sopwith Camel Gas Station").
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Winners of the Saskatchewan Association of Architects 2010 Prairie Design Awards announced — Teeple Architects; Kasian Architecture; Cibinel Architects; Cohos Evamy Integratedesign; LM Architectural Group; Cohlmeier Architecture; 5468796 Architecture; Dub Architects; Bernard Flaman; spmb_projects; David Penner Architect - Canadian Architect

Brick Industry Association Announces Winners of the 2010 Brick in Architecture Awards Competition: Best In Class — QPK Design; Good Fulton & Farrell; Rogers Marvel Architects; obs landscape architects; Bowie Gridley Architects; Sorg Architects; HOK; Muse Architects [link to images] - BusinessWire

Call for entries: $100,000 Lemelson-MIT Award for Sustainability honors inventors whose products or processes impact issues of global relevance; open to U.S. citizens, permanent residents, or foreign nationals currently working legally in the U.S.; deadline: October 5 - Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

Gehry Partners: Cleveland Clinic Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health, Las Vegas
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